Significant Seasonal Change in Optical Properties by atmospheric humic-like substances (HULIS) in Water-Soluble Organic Carbon Aerosols
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Abstract. Atmospheric humic-like substance (HULIS) is an important fraction of water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) accounting for the light-absorbing properties of organic aerosols. HULIS is responsible for light-absorbing properties of organic aerosols in the atmosphere. Although various sources of HULIS have been studied extensively, its sinks are poorly constrained. In this study, we found seasonal changes in the optical and chemical characteristics of HULIS and WSOC, which are decreased by approximately 80 % and 30 %, respectively, from the cold season (Oct–Jan) to the warm season (Jun–Sep) due to enhanced solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The dominant role of photochemical degradation on light-absorbing organic aerosols, as a sink of HULIS, was further confirmed based on a laboratory experiment by evaluating impact of UV radiation on the optical properties of HULIS and WSOC contents. Our results suggest that seasonal variation of HULIS in WSOC is resulted mainly by photo-induced degradation in the atmosphere. Thus, photochemical degradation of HULIS seems to play a critical role on seasonal variations in the light-absorbing properties of organic aerosols as well as the biogeochemical impact of WSOC on Earth’s surface.

1 Introduction

Organic aerosols play a significant role in atmospheric chemistry, global biogeochemical cycles, air quality, and the climate system on Earth (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Duarte and Duarte, 2013; Ghan and Schwartz, 2007). A major fraction of organic aerosols is made up of water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC), which contributes 10–80 % of the total organic carbon aerosols (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Kirillova et al., 2014b; Fu et al., 2015). The WSOC is currently known to contain a light-absorbing organic carbon called brown carbon (BrC) (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Kirillova et al., 2014b; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; Saleh et al., 2014), which mainly comprises atmospheric humic-like substance (HULIS) with a substantial portion (Fu et al., 2015; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Andreae and Gelencser, 2006).

Recently, the light-absorbing organic aerosols including BrC and HULIS have received growing attention due to its
significant role in radiative forcing of global climate system by absorbing solar radiation (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Saleh et al., 2014; Ramanathan et al., 2007) and by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) for cloud formation (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Kanakidou et al., 2005). It has been found that there is a significant overlap in the light-absorbing properties and chemical compounds between BrC and HULIS (Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Hoffer et al., 2006).

Both BrC and HULIS are known to originate from biomass burning, incomplete combustion process, secondary formation, and soil humics (Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; Graber and Rudich, 2006; Hoffer et al., 2006; Ramanathan et al., 2007; Kivácsy et al., 2008; Saleh et al., 2014). Although the light-absorbing properties of BrC and HULIS are expected to be weaker than those of black carbon (BC), which absorbs a wide range of spectra from visible to near-infrared radiation, their contribution would be significant due to its higher abundance in the atmosphere (Hoffer et al., 2006; Gustafsson et al., 2009).

However, current understanding of the optical properties, chemical composition, and atmospheric processes of the light-absorbing organic aerosols still remain uncertain and controversial. Thus, we evaluated seasonal changes in the optical and chemical characteristics of organic aerosols in order to determine the sources and sinks of HULIS and WSOC in Seoul, Korea. Previous studies have suggested that absorbance and fluorescence property of organic matter are closely interrelated each other in their compounds and optical properties (Green and Blough, 1994; Kieber et al., 2006; Mladenov et al., 2010; Santos et al., 2009). Recently, the method of excitation-emission matrix (EEM) characterization combined with parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) model has been implemented for atmospheric HULIS in several studies (Kieber et al., 2006; Mladenov et al., 2011; Matos et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2016). This unique multi-analysis method is applied to identify individual fluorescent groups of sample solutions as HULIS index in the present study (Bro, 1997; Stedmon and Bro, 2008; Mladenov et al., 2011; Kieber et al., 2006; Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Coble, 2007). Also, we measured stable carbon isotope ratio of WSOC ($\delta^{13}C_{WSOC}$) (Kirillova et al., 2014a; Kirillova et al., 2014b; Fu et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2005; Bosch et al., 2014) and various chemical constituents in aerosol samples over different seasons. In addition, we conducted a laboratory experiment to examine the impact of ultraviolet (UV) radiation on optical properties and carbon composition of HULIS and WSOC.

### 2 Experimental methods

#### 2.1 Study site and sample collection

Seoul is a capital city of South Korea and one of the largest metropolitan cities in the world. Korea has been highly affected by severe dust storms called the Asian dust or the Yellow dust originated mostly from the Chinese and Mongolian deserts.
during the month of spring (Mar–May) and often during the winter (Dec–Jan) (Lin et al., 2012). Asian dust, which is a seasonal or annual meteorological phenomenon in East Asia, travels all over China and drives across South Korea to Japan characterized with a period of high aerosol loading (Chun et al., 2001). Recently, the Asian fine dust-derived air pollution is mostly concerned and a focus of major environmental issue with highly increased anthropogenic emissions.

Aerosol samples \( (N = 78) \) were collected using a high volume air sampler (HV-1000, SHIBATA) from March 2015 to January 2016 in Seoul, Korea \((37.5^\circ N, 127^\circ E; 20 \text{ m a.g.l.)} \) (Fig. 1). Samples were collected for 24 h at a constant flow rate of 1000 L min\(^{-1}\) through a pre-combusted \((450 ^\circ C \text{ for } 5 \text{ h}) \) glass microfiber filter \((GF/F, 8 \times 10 \text{ inch, } 2 \mu m \text{ pore size, Whatman})\). The total air volume of samples was averaged to 1440 m\(^3\), and \textit{in situ} measurement of pressure and temperature were recorded. Blank sample was collected by exposing a blank filter briefly at the study site and analyzed in the same way to other aerosol filter samples. Total suspended particulates (TSP) of aerosol sample were measured using mass differences of desiccated filters between pre- and post-sampling. Collected samples were covered with aluminum foil, placed in polyethylene bag, and stored in the dark at -20 °C until the analysis.

Such parameters including temperature, UV radiation rate, precipitation rate, and daily records of atmospheric particulate matters PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\), which are a mixture of fine solid particles with aerodynamic diameters less than or equal to 10 and 2.5 \(\mu m\), of the study site were obtained from the ambient air quality monitoring network named AirKorea in Korea Environmental Corporation (KECO) and Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA).

In addition, total PM concentration of the study site \((\text{PM}\_T)\) was calculated using the mass of TSP and total air volume collected during sampling period to verify the regional representativeness of aerosol samples collected in the study site. The concentration of total PM\(_T\) was compared with the PM\(_{10}\) concentrations of other provinces in Korea provided from KECO and KMA (Fig. S1). A good correlation between PM\(_T\) and PM\(_{10}\) concentrations \((r^2 > 0.5)\) was found in several different regions in Korea. The most significant correlation \((r^2 = 0.7)\) was found with the PM\(_{10}\) concentration recorded at the Seoul monitoring station, which is the nearest station to the study site. The PM correlation data of aerosol sample collected in the study site was fully representative of geographical region around the study site, which may covers regional characteristics of northeastern Asia.

2.2 Air mass back trajectory
A 10-day air mass back trajectory has been analyzed using the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model to determine the source regions and transport pathways of air masses to the study site (Fig. 1) (Stein et al., 2015). Due to a regional meteorology of the study site, which is dominated by the East Asian Monsoonal effect, most air masses are transported from the arid and semi-arid regions in the Asian continent where the Yellow dusts are blowing from especially during the spring (Mar–Apr) and often in winter (Nov–Jan). According to the trajectory model, almost all air masses in spring, fall, and winter were transported from the northeastern provinces of China, which accounted for approximately 64% of the total air masses to the study site (Fig. 1). During the summer (Jul–Aug), most air masses were transported from near surrounding oceans of South Korea: the Yellow Sea, the South Sea, and the East Sea.

2.3 Aerosol extraction and chemical analyses

For the analyses of aerosol water-soluble organic materials, a small portion of filter paper (18 cm²) was cut into small pieces (1 × 1 cm) and placed in a pre-HCl rinsed bottle. The sample was subjected to extraction using deionized (Milli-Q) water (18.2 MΩ cm) and placed in the shaker table for 4 h at 125 rpm (Wozniak et al., 2012). The extracted solutions were filtered through a syringe filter (0.45 µm pore size Nucleopore, Whatman) and analyzed for WSOC and total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) by a high temperature oxidation method using a total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (TOC-VCPH, Shimadzu). Major ion species (NOₓ, NH₄⁺, SO₄²⁻, Ca²⁺, and K⁺) were analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Waters 2695 system) equipped with a conductivity detector (Waters 432) (Yan and Kim, 2015). Water-soluble organic nitrogen (WSON) concentration was calculated using the difference between TDN and the sum of inorganic nitrogen species (NO₂⁻, NO₃⁻, and NH₄⁺). The sea-spray fraction was calculated using Cl⁻ and Na⁺ concentrations assuming that all Cl⁻ and Na⁺ originated from seawater: sea-spray = Cl⁻ + 1.4468 Na⁺ (Maenhaut et al., 2008). The blank corrections were made using the WSOC measurement of blank filter (Kirillova et al., 2014b; Wozniak et al., 2012).

2.4 Stable carbon isotope ratio measurement

The stable carbon isotope ratio of WSOC (δ¹³CWSOC) was measured using an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) (Isoprime, Elementar) combined with TOC analyzer (Vario TOC cube analyzer, Elementar) (Kim et al., 2015). Sample solutions were injected into the TOC analyzer for the high temperature combustion method to measure CO₂ using a non-dispersive infrared sensor (NDIR) detector and continuously flowed through a reduction column inside of an interface to IRMS (Panetta et al., 2008; Troyer et al., 2010). The isotopic composition δ¹³CWSOC was determined using the following Eq. (1):
\[
\delta^{13}C = \left( \frac{^{13}C/^{12}C_{\text{Sample}}}{^{13}C/^{12}C_{\text{Standard}}} - 1 \right) \times 1000 \ \% ,
\]

where Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) was used as the isotope standard (Troyer et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2005). Analytical tests were conducted with IAEA-CH6 sucrose (\( \delta^{13}C = -10.45 \pm 0.03 \ % \)) and Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA) (\( \delta^{13}C = -27.6 \pm 0.12 \ % \); International Humic Substances Society) to evaluate recovery yields as well as the accuracy and precision of the measurements (Panetta et al., 2008; Troyer et al., 2010).

### 2.5 Optical characteristics

EEM spectroscopy was measured using a spectrofluorometer (FS-2, SCINCO). The emission and excitation wavelength ranges were set from 250 to 600 nm with 2 nm scanning intervals and from 250 to 500 nm with 5 nm scanning intervals, respectively. The fluorescence intensities were normalized using the values of a quinine sulfate dihydrate (QS) standard solution at the excitation/emission wavelength of 350/450 nm in a quinine sulfate unit (QSU) (Velapoldi and Mielenz, 1980). The QS standard solution was made using a quinine stock solution diluted in 0.1 N sulfuric acid. Raman and Rayleigh scattering signals were removed, and the results were validated by split-half and random initialization analyses (Bro, 1997; Stedmon and Bro, 2008; Zepp et al., 2004).

The PARAFAC model was performed in the MATLAB R2013a program using the DOMFluor toolbox in order to determine the fluorescent components in WSOC (Stedmon and Bro, 2008; Kim and Kim, 2016). The number of unique components was identified from the combined EEM data of aerosol samples and the results were validated by split-half analysis and analysis using random initialization (Stedmon and Bro, 2008).

Absorbance spectra for the laboratory experimental results were obtained by Aqualog Horiba spectrometer, which measures both absorbance and fluorescence EEM. Absorption was measured throughout the UV and visible spectrum (240–600 nm), and specific absorption values at 240 nm and 350 nm were measured at the respective wavelength. For the fluorescence measurements, emission and excitation wavelength ranges were set from 250 to 600 nm and from 250 to 500 nm, respectively, with 5 nm scanning intervals. The entire HULIS signal of aerosol EEM was integrated for comparison (Kieber et al., 2006). EEMs were normalized with Raman peak area of water and stated as Raman Unit (RU) (Lawaetz and Stedmon, 2009). Inner-filter correction and blank subtraction were performed with Aqualog software.
2.6 Photochemical degradation experiment

Laboratory experiment was conducted using a small portion of aerosol filter sample inside of the incubator equipped with internal UV lamp (UV-B; 280–315 nm; 15 W) during a 6-week treatment. The incubator was maintained under positive air pressure with a constant temperature at 20 °C. Two comparative aerosol filter samples were selected randomly from each of the higher and lower fluorescent groups, which had a similar range of WSOC concentration (summer = 15.7 µmol L⁻¹; winter = 18.7 µmol L⁻¹). Each aerosol filter was directly exposed to the stimulated UV radiation from 1 d to 42 d. Each of the non-irradiated aerosol samples was evaluated for the initial measurements. The photochemical degradation of fluorescent WSOC was evaluated by measuring changes in the residue. Each sample was analyzed using spectrometers (FS-2, SCINCO; Aqualog, Horiba) and TOC analyzer after the UV exposure.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fluorescence property of HULIS

The PARAFAC model identified two humic-like fluorescent components and one protein-like fluorescent component in aerosol WSOC (Fig. S2) (Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Coble, 2007). The spectral characteristics of component 1 (C1; Ex/Em = 305/416 nm) refer to humic substances, which are assigned to peak M, while component 3 (C3; Ex/Em = 365/484 nm) is associated with terrestrial humic substances, which are assigned to peak C (Table S1) (Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Coble, 2007). Component 2 (C2; Ex/Em = 290/340 nm) represents a protein-like (tryptophan-like) component, which is assigned to peak T and is mostly originated from autochthonous biological production (Table S1) (Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Coble, 2007; Kim and Kim, 2016). However, C2 and C3 seem to be highly influenced by the most abundant and dominant fluorophore C1 because of its high intensity and large spectral area compared to other two components. In addition, strong linear correlations between C1 and C2 ($r^2 = 0.8$) and between C1 and C3 ($r^2 = 0.9$) was found in aerosol samples (Fig. S3). Thus, we used C1 as an index of atmospheric HULIS in this study.

3.2 Seasonal variation

The WSOC concentrations showed seasonal variation ranging from 3 to 40 µg m⁻³ (mean = 16±7 µg m⁻³) with higher values during the cold seasons (Oct–Jan) (mean = 18±7 µg m⁻³) and relatively lower values during the warm seasons (Jun–Sep) (mean = 13±3 µg m⁻³) (Fig. 2a). This result is consistent with seasonal trends observed by Xie et al. at high elevation remote site (Xie et al., 2016). The fluorescence intensity of HULIS (C1) exhibited a similar seasonal variation, which is consistent with WSOC, ranging from 4.5 to 289 QSU (mean = 64±53 QSU) (Fig. 2b). In order to normalize the fluorescence intensity
of HULIS against the abundance of total water-soluble organic aerosols, HULIS intensity was normalized to the WSOC content. The seasonal trend of HULIS to WSOC ratios was also similar to that of HULIS, indicating that there is pronounced decrease of the average fraction of HULIS in WSOC from the cold to the warm seasons (Fig. 2c). The temporal variations of major ion species (SO$_4^{2-}$, Ca$^{2+}$, K$^+$, and NO$_3^-$) showed no such seasonality through a year (Fig. S4).

3.3 Sources of WSOC

In order to characterize the source of HULIS and WSOC in Seoul, which may cause seasonal variability, we analyzed various tracers including $\delta^{13}$C$_{WSOC}$ and major ions (SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_x$, K$^+$, and Ca$^{2+}$) as source indicators (Kirillova et al., 2014b; Fu et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2005; Bosch et al., 2014; Gabriel et al., 2002; Dentener et al., 2006; Yan and Kim, 2015). A good correlation ($r^2 = 0.6$, $p > 0.05$) between WSOC and WSON concentrations suggests that these two variables are highly associated with a common organic source (Fig. 3a) (Yan and Kim, 2015). However, these two components are de-coupled from seasonal variations of marine sea-spray contribution based on Cl$^-$ and Na$^+$ concentrations ($r^2 = 0.02$, $p > 0.1$) (Maenhaut et al., 2008) and from the contribution of fossil fuel combustions based on SO$_4^{2-}$ and NO$_x$ concentrations ($r^2 = 0.02$, $p < 0.05$ and $r^2 = 0.1$, $p > 0.01$, respectively) (Bosch et al., 2014; Gabriel et al., 2002; Dentener et al., 2006; Yan and Kim, 2015) in aerosols (Fig. 3b–3d). A correlation between WSOC and K$^+$ ($r^2 = 0.3$, $p < 0.001$) suggests that there is some influence of terrestrial sources or biomass burning in aerosols (Fig. 3d) (Baduel et al., 2010; Bosch et al., 2014; Gabriel et al., 2002). K$^+$ to Ca$^{2+}$ ratios were higher during the month of Mar–Apr and Nov indicating more significant influence of biomass burning source during these periods, while K$^+$ to SO$_4^{2-}$ maintained a constant ratio through a year (Fig. S5). The $\delta^{13}$C$_{WSOC}$ values ranged from -21.0 to -27.5‰ (mean = -24.0±1.5‰) (Fig. 2d) and the yearlong average value ranged from -24.0 to -26.0‰, suggesting that suspended terrestrial C3 plant-origin materials (Fu et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2005) are the main sources of WSOC in this region. Evidence from previous studies indicates that relatively higher $\delta^{13}$C$_{WSOC}$ values in spring and summer (Fig. 2d) may be associated with the Yellow dust inputs (Fig. 1) (Lin et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2005) and photochemical aging of aerosols (Bosch et al., 2014; Aggarwal and Kawamura, 2008), respectively.

Although the sources of WSOC and HULIS are complicated and vary over all seasons, a strong correlation ($r^2 = 0.6$, $p < 0.001$) was found between WSON and HULIS (C1) (Fig. 4a), while WSON and HULIS exhibited a poor correlation ($r^2 = 0.17$, $p < 0.001$). Therefore, we examined whether or not a sink determines the seasonal variability of WSOC and HULIS. The HULIS fraction was greatly reduced during the warm season (Jun–Sep) when the solar UV radiation and temperature reached the annual maxima (Fig. 2b and 2e). A statistically significant negative correlation ($r^2 = 0.5$, $p < 0.001$) was observed between fluorescence intensity of HULIS and UV radiation (Fig. 4b). The seasonal-averaged fluorescence property of HULIS and the WSOC concentration were gradually reduced from the cold season (Oct–Jan) to the warm season (Jun–Sep)
by approximately 80 % and 30 %, respectively, as the UV radiation rate increased from 8.5 to 19.4 MJ m$^{-2}$ (Fig. S6). These trends indicate that intensity of solar UV radiation greatly contributed to the degree of photo-induced degradation of HULIS.

3.4 Photochemical degradation of HULIS

It has been widely accepted that photochemical degradation is an important process for the efficient removal of chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) that absorbs and fluoresces at certain wavelengths of light under solar radiation in aquatic ecosystems, which alters absorption in the UV region, spectral shape, and CDOM composition (Kim and Kim, 2016; Helms et al., 2013; Mladenov et al., 2009). The humic selective photochemical degradation of aerosol WSOC was resulted in greater reduction in the optical properties and WSOC content in total carbon pool (Birdwell and Engel, 2010; Helms et al., 2013). These results were in agreement to the laboratory experimental results.

After 6-week UV irradiation, the fluorescence intensity of HULIS and WSOC concentrations decreased by approximately 52 % and 25 %, respectively, for the winter aerosol sample (Fig. 5a and Fig. S7). However, no significant changes in fluorescence or carbon contents occurred for the summer aerosol sample (Fig. 5b and Fig. S7). This suggests that the summer aerosol sample may consist largely of photo-refractory WSOC pool, while the winter aerosol sample consists largely of photo-labile WSOC. Photo-refractory residue in the summer aerosol sample might occur as aerosols, which are already photo-degraded on exposure to higher solar radiation intensity in the atmosphere. Consequently, the laboratory experiment results agree very well with the real-world monitoring results and confirmed that atmospheric HULIS is predominantly reduced by the photo-induced degradation.

The absorbance spectra of HULIS exhibited similar changes to fluorescence properties during the UV irradiation (Fig. S8). In order to evaluate the UV impacts on absorbance of HULIS and WSOC, a specific absorption values at 240 nm ($a(240)$) and 350 nm ($a(350)$) were compared with the integrated fluorescence signal of HULIS (Fig. S8). A significant correlation was found between the integrated fluorescence signal of HULIS and absorbance $a(240)$ ($r^2 = 0.98$, $p < 0.001$) and $a(350)$ ($r^2 = 0.92$, $p > 0.02$), suggesting that absorbance and fluorescence properties are highly interrelated each other, which is consistent with previous studies (Green and Blough, 1994; Kieber et al., 2006; Mladenov et al., 2010; Santos et al., 2009), and HULIS and WSOC pool has reduced as a result of photochemical degradation.
4 Conclusions

Seasonal variations in fluorescence and chemical properties of HULIS and WSOC have been monitored over different seasons in urban region, Seoul. HULIS and WSOC were predominantly degraded by solar UV radiation approximately 80% and 30%, respectively, during the warm seasons (Jun–Sep). Our results suggest that photo-induced degradation plays a significant role in HULIS abundances in the atmosphere and might be an important removal mechanism of the light-absorbing organic aerosols. Although our research provides an important atmospheric process, more studies are required to quantify and constrain this process. Moreover, since atmospheric HULIS and BrC have a significant overlap in their light-absorbing and chemical properties, this may provides important pieces regarding the life cycle of BrC.

Light-absorbing organic aerosols and climate sensitivity are highly associated each other due to their significant role in radiative forcing and global climate balance. Our results show that such photochemical degradation needs to be included in modeling climate forcing, behavior of atmospheric organic matter, and biogeochemical cycles in Earth’s surface in the future. Furthermore, deposition fluxes of organic aerosols with different optical characteristics can have a significant impact as a potential source of organic carbon to surface waters and, consequently, having major implications on global carbon cycle.
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Figure 1: Map of the geographical region around the study site and air mass transport pathways over different seasons: spring (green), summer (red), fall (blue), and winter (brown). A 10-day air mass back trajectory was drawn using HYSPLIT model from March 2015 to January 2016 in Seoul.
Figure 2: Temporal variations of (a) WSOC concentration, (b) fluorescence intensity of HULIS (C1), (c) ratio of fluorescence intensity of HULIS (C1) to WSOC concentration, (d) δ¹³C_{WSOC} and (e) UV radiation rate and temperature from March 2015 to January 2016 in Seoul. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each parameter. Bars represent monthly averaged values and line plots represent single value of each aerosol sample.
Figure 3: Correlations between concentrations of (a) WSOC and WSON ($r^2 = 0.6$, $p > 0.05$), (b) WSOC and sea-spray ($r^2 = 0.02$, $p > 0.01$), (c) WSOC and NO$_x$ (open circle; $r^2 = 0.1$, $p > 0.01$) and SO$_4^{2-}$ (closed circle; $r^2 = 0.02$, $p < 0.05$), and (d) WSOC and Ca$^{2+}$ (open circle; $r^2 = 0.1$, $p < 0.01$) and K$^+$ (closed circle; $r^2 = 0.3$, $p < 0.01$). Solid lines indicate the regression line.
Figure 4: Linear correlations between (a) WSOC concentration and fluorescence intensity of HULIS (C1) and between (b) UV radiation rate and fluorescence intensity of HULIS (C1). Solid lines indicate the regression line.
Figure 5: The WSOC concentration of the (a) winter and the (b) summer aerosol samples, fluorescence intensity of HULIS of the (c) winter and the (d) summer aerosol samples, and ratio of fluorescence intensity to WSOC concentration of the (e) winter and the (f) summer aerosol samples during laboratory experiment. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each parameter.